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Abstract—When a robot is brought into a new environment, it
has a very limited knowledge of what surrounds it and what it can
do. Either to navigate in the world, or to interact with humans,
the robot must be able to learn complex states, using input
information from sensors. For navigation task, visual information
are commonly used for localisation. Other signals are usually em-
ployed: ultrasounds, lasers and path integration are as many data
that can be taken into account. For human-robot interactions the
proprioceptive information, like the values of the articulations
and the grip state, are additional degrees in the system that can
to be enrolled in the analysis. All those signals have different
dynamics, and the system must manage all those differences.
To do so, a solution is to introduce different learning levels.
An architecture able to create complex multimodal contexts,
to recognise them and to use them afterwords in higher level
strategies would give the capacity to resolve such situations.

In this paper, a model has been introduced for complex
categorisation problems, patterning and chunk learning. It is
used in a complex architecture to create multimodal states for a
cognitive map and to resolve ambiguities. Tests were performed
in both a simulated navigation task and in a complex arm
manipulation and localisation experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous robots have to learn more and more complex

categories, either autonomously or with the help of a care-

giver. To do so, the robot must be able to recognise new

situations, categorise them in order to use them. Commonly,

simple associations between input signals are used, which

can include ambiguities in the categorisation. Visuo-motor

associative learning and a motor controller can provide the

basis to let low level immediate imitation emerge as a result

of simple mechanisms [1]. The system learns the body config-

uration using visuo-motor associations, and due to a perception

ambiguity, caused by limited visual capabilities, the robot can

confuse the hand of the teacher with its own.

In a navigation task [2], the authors used a cognitive map

strategy for navigation [3]. The goals were associated with

a transition, according to colored place cell. The color and

the place cell are nearly correlated, but this correlation is not

interpreted in the system.

Transition categories were obtained by combining the two

last events received. The time difference estimated in this case

is only based on the last event, and every new reception erases

the old one [4]. In this situation, a temporal relation between

two event, strongly correlated, but separated in time by another

one is not possible. Until now, the signals given to the system

were always relevant: visual information, color detection,

sound in navigation, proprioceptive information and the grip

of the hand in the case of an arm manipulation task. However,

if we want to trend to a generic architecture, the large number

of signals does not guarantee their pertinence for the event. In

such case, using a model able to detect correlations, between

signals globally close in time, is necessary.

A solution is to introduce different levels of learning.

An architecture able to create complex multimodal contexts,

recognise them and use them afterwords in higher level

conditioning would give the capacity to resolve such situations.

The aim of this paper is to present a bio-inspired model

for generic patterning and chunk learning. The article exposes

some preliminary works using the model.

We tested our architecture in two learning tasks. First, a

navigation simulation task, exposing the ability of the system

to capture correlations between signals close in time even if

they are separated by another one. The second one is a robotic

experiment, including navigation and arm manipulation. In this

experiment, the architecture is used for contexts categorisation.

In a human-robot interaction task, the multimodal states are

learned based on signals used in the navigation and the

proprioceptive information of the arm.

In the next section we present the architecture, the different

parts and the learning equations. We also raise the different

possible uses of such a model. In section III, we propose two

possible application of this model, a navigation experiment and

an arm manipulation one are investigated. Finally, the section

IV present the perspectives for the next steps to improve the

model, and also the future uses for such an architecture.

II. A BIO-INSPIRED MODEL FOR CHUNKING AND CONTEXT

LEARNING

Chunks learning is used on many levels, in low level visio-

motor learning [5], and also in high level interaction like for

talking or singing [6]. To encode the inforamtion, two different

methodes can be used: either the input signals categorisation

is saved in some neuron [7], or the categorisation is based on

population coding or a dynamic field activity [8], [9].

In [10], Schmajuk and DiCarlo presented a model for con-

text learning. The paper treated the functional concept of the

model. The principal aspect is that the authors used, in addition



to the direct pathway commonly used for multimodal fusion,

a hidden layer in wich the correlations between the inputs are

learned. The second pathway is used to detect chunks and

associate time correlated signals. The final categorisation will

be conditionned by either the direct pathway with rough input

signals, or the chunks learned previously.

The model we present in this paper is based on Schmajuk’s

and Dicarlo’s architecture introduced in [10], where they

presented a functional bio-inspired model, exposing the error

calculation, the different brain areas involved pointing out the

various signals included in the learning mechanism. For our

model, we derived this architecture to obtain a more generic

one that can be implies in different robotic application.

The architecture we propose is presented in figure 1.
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Figure 1. There are two pathways for the inputs in the architecture. The
direct pathway is just a direct injection of the inputs into the neurons. The
second one, passes through a hidden layer, where the correlations between
the inputs are learned.

The direct pathway can only perform rough learnings of the

inputs values. This pathway does not take the possible time

associations between the inputs. The indirect pathway is used

to encode the trace conditioning.

The conditioning of the weights in the hidden layer of the

model is implemented based on a simple reactive architecture.

We use a network inspired from the Adaptive Resonance

Theory [11]. The states are encoded on the weights of the input

links of recruited neurons. The computation of the activity

(eq. 1) and learning (eq. 2) for those neurons is given by the

following equations:

Ai = 1−
1

N

∑

j

| wij − ej | (1)

∆wij = ǫ(ej − wij) ifAi > vigilance

∆wij = (ej − wij) else
(2)

where N is the dimension of the input layer, Ai is the activity

of the ith neuron of the output layer, ǫ the learning rate and wij

is the weight of the connection between an output neuron i and

the jth neuron of the input layer whose activity is ej . H is the

Heaviside function. As in the ART initial model, a vigilance

factor is used to tune the granularity of the recruitment, that

is to say the decision of recruiting a new chunk, vs averaging

the winning (higher Ai) value.

In addition to the inputs, the chunks are used to predict the

desired signal in a Least Mean Square (LMS) learning group.

This group uses a modified Widrow-Hoff learning rule [12]

described in eq. 3. The output of the neuron is computed as

described in eq. 4

dWi,j = µ(t).(Dj −O
p
j ).Ci (3)

where Dj is the activity of the unconditional stimulus, µ(t),
Wi,j the weights for each input, Ci the context signal and

O
p
j the predicted output. The equation for the neural activity

computing is:

Xi(t) = f(
∑

j

Wij .Xj) (4)

The architecture will capture correlations between close

inputs. If there is no correlation, the hidden layers weights

tend to 0; otherwise, those weight heighten up and the direct

ones tend to 0.
To illustrate the learning behavior we present a simple

example. We simulate three inputs, and according to the inputs

configuration we will show how the system will react. In the

figure 3 we can see the inputs signals in the 3 first graphics.

The chunks are learned according to the equations presented

in 12. The recruting signal is activated each time the activity

in the output decreases under a certain threshold. In Figure 3,

we can see the output activity of the chunks in the 4th graphic.
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Figure 2. The prediction is exposed in the last graphic (LMS), after few
iteration the prediction is stabilised and the response is coherent.
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Figure 3. The three first graphics present the inputs. The first one is
composed by 5 neurons corresponding to each color. The chunks (SAW)
learning is shown in the 4th graphic, we can see an example of a positive
patterning (activated when the 2nd and 3rd inputs are activated), and a
negative patterning (activated when the inputs are inactivated).

In the next section we will test the model in two robotic

experiments in order to explore the usability of such an

architecture.

A. Complex categorisation in autonomous navigation task

This a navigation simulation task. The simulated robot

is able to learn it environment using a strategy based on

hippocampal place cells presented in [13]. This approach

discriminates the space into different "places" recognised

independently, from one another, during the navigation. The

architecture uses the place cell in order to form transition cells,

based on the model of Banquet et al. [14], successfully used

in the past by Cuperlier et al. [3] and by Hirel et al. [2] for

robotic navigation tasks. Transitions between visual place cells

were learned and used in navigation with a planning strategy

based on a cognitive map of transitions. However, no timing

was learned for the spatial transitions between places. The

cognitive map provided information about the available paths

between spatial states, but not about the time needed to shift

from one state to the next. In order to use the cognitive map

for the navigation we need to activate goals to reach, so the

activation is propagated throw the cognitive map to find out

the fastest path.

In the simulation, we use a multimodal goal. It is a com-

bination of a red colored place cell and a sound, activated

300ms after the robot inters in the red place cell. The time

delay is modelized by Granular cells (DG) activations. Those

granular cells are commonly used in time prediction models,

for instance [15] and [16] [17].

To test the architecture, we use a square environment, in

which two places are red, one in the south-est and the other on

the north-west of the arena, but only the first one can activate

the sound.

The architecture used is described in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Architecture used for the multimodal goal learning. When the
robot enters in a red colored place cell, waits for 300ms, a sound is perceived
giving the reward. The timing is generated by the temporal activities in the
granular cells. The red-time-sound association is then learned to obtain the
reward .

Our architecture allows the robot to learn the correlation

between the red place cell and the time delayed sound. The

condition based learning between the sensory inputs and the

reward is known as positive patterning. It is largely studied

by Schmajuk and DiCarlo in [10]. Such a conditioning occurs

when the two stimuli, in addition to the condition are pre-

sented, if only one of the stimuli is present, the condition is

not satisfied.

In figure 5, we can see the arena with the two goals.



Figure 5. Both goals A and B are red colored place cells. The red color is
the activation of the neurons predicting the occurrence of the sound.

As exhibit, both A and B fires the prediction neurons. This

result is obtained in the early stages of the learning. We can

see that, even if the neurons fires in A, the red color is less

intense. The association detection resulting in a reward, we

see in figure 6 the result after some time.

Figure 6. The A goal have disappeared, the model learned that the association
red-sound is present only in place B.

In figure 6, we see that even if, at the start of the learning,

the robot was associating the place A with the reward predic-

tion, during time, this association is lost and only place B is

taken into consideration for the reward prediction. This is the

result of the positive patterning. The hidden layer in the model

learns the association between the time delay from DG and

the red place cell, when at the same time, it looses the direct

association learned in place A, because of the reward ws not

obtained.

B. Context capture in arm manipulation behaviour

This experiment is derived from De Rengervé’s previous

work described in [18]. It is a combination of the work done

by Lagarde et al in [1] and by Calinon et al. in [19], for

learning a navigation task in association with a guided arm

manipulation for future reproduction.

The experiment goes like this: the robot navigates to a

certain point in the environment, must wait for an object to be

placed in its gripper, then takes the object to another point to be

released. There are different actions possible depending of the

objects size. Figure 7 shows a global view of the experiment.

Figure 7. Overview of the task. At the grasping point, the robot chooses what
action to do (drop or release) depending on the objects size. The navigation
is based on vision, enabling a robust self-localisation.

The actions are taught to the robot by the human teacher.

The aim of the experiment is to use the model presented in

section II to learn arm contexts, according to the different

inputs (grip, localisation, arm position,...) so that the robot

knows when to drop or the release the object. The adaptation

of the architecture is presented in figure 8.
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Figure 8. Architecture used for the arm context learning. Each state is
an association based on the grip, the place cell, the amount of time the
robot waited and the gesture tough by the human. According to the encoded
association, the robot will be able to identify this context according to the
ultrasound sensors, the place cell, the action and the grip state.

In this case, the model learns the contexts based on condi-

tional associations. When the robot is in a certain place cell (to



take an object for example), the teacher provides the guideline

for this object. When the robot arrives to the destination (to

release it for instance), a conditional learning is triggered.

According to a concatenation of the action done, the actual

place cell, the grip state (in fact, the size of the object) and the

time passed waiting, the system makes the association with the

concatenation of the place cell, the ultrasound sensors, the grip

state and the action. First, the possible correlations between

those inputs are learned, then the global context is encoded

giving the ability to recognise it in the future.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a neural architecture for mul-

timodal states categorisation in a multi-task problem. The

system has been tested on a simulated of a navigation task,

and a robotic arm manipulation associated with a navigation

task, in order to show the different contexts where it can be

used. The architecture allows to create contexts in order to

use them in a long term learning like in the cognitive map

[3] for example. With this architecture, stable states can be

built, from correlations between multimodal signals. If we add

new modalities to categorise, we will obtain more possible

situations, but also an explosion in the system’s complexity.

The presented model deals with such a problem by including

the correlation between in the categorisation, in addition to the

inputs themselves.

The error in the model is automatically calculated depending

on the reward. In [20], Giovannangeli exposed some bases

for auto-evaluation in autonomous robotics. Coupling such a

system with the given model could give an interesting advance

in non-supervised learning tasks.

This work exposed some preleminary work in the tests of

the given architecture. The analysis needs to be more accurate

in order to have the limitations for such categorisation an to

explore new possible improvments.

A next step is to introduce a loop in the learning process,

in order to reuse the past learned states as possible inputs for

next categorisation. A system with this ability can be built by

including a memory describing the past learned contexts. This

modification oblige us to study the robustness and the stability

of such a system. Another possible direction is the ability to

forget unused categories. If the system can categorise using

past learned states, the obsolete one have to be less implied

in future categories. Those are possible improvements for our

architecture. As we have seen in the arm-navigation task, even

if complex states are learned by the system, the human is still

a key in the learning process. Allowing the human to directly

correct the robot gives a good recognition contexts for the

demanded experience and the teaching is less tedious for the

human. The implication of the human in the leaning process

or in any other interaction, implies a more complex analysis,

because of all the synchronies and the timings introduced in

any interactions, and in this case, the model can be a solution.

In [21], the author notices the lack of stability in long term

learnings. The system is most likely to lose its stability and

the generalisation is less efficient. A system that consolidates

its memory would be more precise: during sleep, short therm

memory is re-encoded in the neocortex to become long term

memory. A system including such a regulation will use past

experience to develop new states, causing an improvement in

generalisation while being more robust to noise.
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